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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a bonnet (bonnet) structure applicable to a working vehicle including a radiator,
a cooling fan and an engine, which are disposed in order from a front to a rear of the vehicle, a shroud that surrounds
the cooling fan, an air cleaner that is disposed in front of the shroud, an intake pipe that has a first end connected to the
air cleaner and a second end connected to an inlet port of the engine, and a bonnet that is rotatable about a rotary shaft
along a vehicle width direction so as to be located at a closed position for covering these members and at an opened
position for exposing these members.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] There has been a working vehicle including a radiator, a cooling fan and an engine, which are disposed in order
from the front to the rear of the vehicle, a shroud that surrounds the cooling fan, an air cleaner that is disposed in front
of the shroud, an intake pipe that has a first end connected to the air cleaner and a second end connected to an inlet
port of the engine, and a bonnet that is rotatable about a rotary shaft along a vehicle width direction so as to be located
at a closed position for covering these members and at an opened position for exposing these members. In such a
working vehicle, it is desirable that an inner space of the bonnet is divided in a sealing manner into front and rear sides
of the shroud in a vehicle longitudinal direction when the bonnet is located at the closed position.
[0003] More specifically, if the inner space of the bonnet is separated in an air-tight manner into the front and rear
sides of the shroud in the vehicle longitudinal direction, the cooling air flowing from the cooling fan toward the engine
and cooling the engine thereby to be wormed can be effectively prevented from returning to the radiator. Prevented
therefore is the reduction in cooling efficiency by the radiator and the cooling fan.
[0004] In this regard, there has been proposed a bonnet structure having a following configuration (see patent document
1 which is mentioned below). In the bonnet structure, a shroud is provided on the outer peripheral surface with an
integrally projecting edge, and an elastic sealing member (hereinafter, referred to as a shroud-side elastic sealing
member) is attached to the projecting edge. The bonnet is provided on an inner peripheral surface with an elastic sealing
member (hereinafter, referred to as a bonnet-side elastic sealing member), and an inner peripheral surface of the bonnet-
side elastic sealing member is brought into contact with the outer peripheral surface of the shroud-side elastic sealing
member when the bonnet is located at the closed position.
[0005] In the bonnet structure described in Patent Document 1, since the gap between the shroud surrounding the
cooling fan and the bonnet is sealed by the shroud-side elastic sealing member and the bonnet-side elastic sealing
member, the inner space of the bonnet can be separated into the front and rear sides by the shroud since. The bonnet
structure is therefore useful in that it can prevent reduction in cooling efficiency by the radiator and the cooling fan.
However, the bonnet structure still has possibility for improvement on the following points.
[0006] More specifically, in the bonnet structure described in Patent Document 1, when the bonnet is located at the
closed position, the inner peripheral surface of the bonnet-side elastic sealing member provided onto the bonnet is
brought into contact with the outer peripheral surface of the shroud-side elastic sealing member provided onto the shroud.
[0007] In such a configuration, the bonnet-side elastic sealing member is come close and spaced apart from above
with respect to a portion (hereinafter, referred to as an upper portion of the shroud-side elastic sealing member) of the
shroud-side elastic sealing member that corresponds to the upper surface of the shroud in accordance with the opening
and closing motion of the bonnet, so that the inner peripheral surface of the bonnet-side elastic sealing member is
brought into contact with the outer peripheral surface of the upper portion of the shroud-side elastic sealing member
when the bonnet is located at the closed position.
[0008] Accordingly, the upper portion of the shroud-side elastic sealing member is not in friction with the corresponding
portion of the bonnet-side elastic sealing member while the bonnet is being opened and closed.
[0009] However, the bonnet-side elastic sealing member is come close and spaced apart from forward with respect
to portions (hereinafter, referred to as side portions of the shroud-side elastic sealing member) of the shroud-side elastic
sealing member that correspond to side surfaces of the of the shroud in accordance with the opening and closing motion
of the bonnet, so that the inner peripheral surface of the bonnet-side elastic sealing member is brought into contact with
the outer peripheral surfaces of the side portions of the shroud-side elastic sealing member when the bonnet is located
at the closed position.
[0010] More specifically, the side portions of the shroud-side elastic sealing member are in friction with the corre-
sponding portions of the bonnet-side elastic sealing member while the bonnet is being opened and closed. This results
in defects such as excessive abrasion of the shroud-side elastic sealing member and/or the bonnet-side elastic sealing
member, and detachment of the shroud-side elastic sealing member and/or the bonnet-side elastic sealing member
from the shroud and/or the bonnet in some cases.
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Patent document 2 discloses a panel mounting system.
Patent document 3 discloses a one piece shroud for a vehicle.
Patent document 4 discloses shroud for screening debris.

PRIOR ART DOCUMENT

PATENT DOCUMENT

[0011]

Patent document 1: Japanese Patent No. 2756344
Patent document 2: EP 0 906 863 A2
Patent document 3: EP 1 604 857 A1
Patent document 4: US 4,100,965

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0012] The present invention provides a bonnet structure with the features of claim 1.
[0013] The present application provides an invention relating to a bonnet structure that is applied to a working vehicle
including a radiator, a cooling fan, and an engine, which are disposed in order from the front to the rear of the vehicle,
a shroud that surrounds the cooling fan, an air cleaner that is disposed in front of the shroud, an intake pipe that has a
first end connected to the air cleaner and a second end connected to an inlet port of the engine, an exhaust silencer
that has a first end connected to an outlet port of the engine, and a bonnet that is rotatable about a rotary shaft along a
vehicle width direction so as to be located at a closed position for covering these members and at an opened position
for exposing these members.
[0014] In the bonnet structure described in Patent Document 1, the bonnet, which is rotatable about the rotary shaft
along the vehicle width direction, covers in an openable and closable manner an exhaust silencer that has a first end
connected to the outlet port of the engine, in addition to the radiator, the cooling fan, and the engine, which are disposed
in order from the front to the rear of the vehicle, the shroud that surrounds the cooling fan, the air cleaner that is disposed
in front of the shroud, and the intake pipe that has the first end connected to the air cleaner and the second end connected
to the inlet port of the engine.
[0015] However, the conventional bonnet structure described in Patent Document 1 has possibility for improvement
on the following points.
[0016] More specifically, in the conventional bonnet structure, the intake pipe passes to a side of the shroud so as to
extend in the vehicle longitudinal direction. Accordingly, an engine unit that includes the intake pipe and the exhaust
silencer as well as the bonnet that covers the engine unit are disadvantageously increased in size in the vehicle width
direction.
[0017] Further, in the above conventional bonnet structure, the bonnet has an upper surface that is curved so as to
be highest at a center in the vehicle width direction. Accordingly, the field of front vision is also problematic from a driver’s
seat that is disposed behind the bonnet.
[0018] The present application includes a bonnet structure capable of solving the problem of the conventional art.
[0019] That is, the present application includes a bonnet structure applicable to a working vehicle including a radiator,
a cooling fan and an engine, which are disposed in order from a front to a rear of the vehicle, a shroud that surrounds
the cooling fan, an air cleaner that is disposed in front of the shroud, an intake pipe that has a first end connected to the
air cleaner and a second end connected to an inlet port of the engine, an exhaust silencer that has a first end connected
to an outlet port of the engine, and a bonnet that is rotatable about a rotary shaft along a vehicle width direction so as
to be located at a closed position for covering these members and at an opened position for exposing these members,
wherein the bonnet structure is capable of improving the driver’s field of front vision while reducing size with respect to
the vehicle width direction of an engine unit that includes the intake pipe and the exhaust silencer as well as of the bonnet
that covers the engine unit.
[0020] More specifically, the present application provides a bonnet structure applicable to a working vehicle including
a radiator, a cooling fan and an engine, which are disposed in order from a front to a rear of the vehicle, a shroud that
surrounds the cooling fan, an air cleaner that is disposed in front of the shroud, an intake pipe that has a first end
connected to the air cleaner and a second end connected to an inlet port of the engine, an exhaust silencer that has a
first end connected to an outlet port of the engine, and a bonnet that is rotatable about a rotary shaft along a vehicle
width direction so as to be located at a closed position for covering these members and at an opened position for exposing
these members, wherein the intake pipe and the exhaust silencer are disposed above the engine and are separately
from each other so as to be on first and second sides in the vehicle width direction, respectively, wherein the intake pipe
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extends in a vehicle longitudinal direction above and across the shroud, and wherein an upper surface of the bonnet
includes a first region in the vehicle width direction and a second region in the vehicle width direction that faces the
intake pipe and the exhaust silencer, respectively, and a central region in the vehicle width direction, the first and second
regions extending along a reference curve shape having a center in the vehicle width direction that is located at a highest
position, the central region being concaved downward from the reference curve shape.
[0021] The thus configured bonnet structure makes it possible to reduce in size in the vehicle width direction of the
bonnet in comparison to a conventional configuration in which an intake pipe passes to a side of a shroud, since the
intake pipe and the exhaust silencer are disposed above the engine and are separately to each other so as to be on the
first and second sides in the vehicle width direction, respectively, and, in addition, the intake pipe is located above the
shroud.
[0022] Further, in the bonnet structure according to the present invention, out of the upper surface of the bonnet, the
first region and the second region in the vehicle width direction that face the intake pipe and the exhaust silencer,
respectively, extend along the reference curve shape having the center located at the highest position in the vehicle
width direction, and the central region in the vehicle width direction out of the upper surface of the bonnet is concaved
downward from the reference curve shape. Accordingly, the height of the central region in the vehicle width direction of
the bonnet can be set as low as possible despite the fact that the intake pipe and the exhaust silencer are disposed
above the engine.
[0023] Therefore, the size in the vehicle width direction can be reduced of an engine unit that includes the intake pipe
and the exhaust silencer as well as of the bonnet that covers the engine unit, while the driver’s field of front vision being
improved.
[0024] In a preferable configuration, the bonnet is provided with an elastic sealing member on a portion of its inner
peripheral surface that faces the shroud. An upper surface of the shroud is configured so that a region on the first side
in the vehicle width direction forms a concave portion that is concaved downward from the remaining region. The concave
portion is defined by a vertical surface and a horizontal surface. The vertical surface extends downward from a first end
in the vehicle width direction of a center region in the vehicle width direction, and the horizontal surface extends from a
lower end of the vertical surface toward the first side in the vehicle width direction. The intake pipe passes through the
concave portion formed at the upper surface of the shroud so as to extend in the vehicle longitudinal direction across
the shroud. A portion of the intake pipe that is located in the concave portion has an upper surface that is inclined so as
to be positioned downward as it extends toward outward in the vehicle width direction.
[0025] The configuration makes it possible to facilitate connecting word and detaching work of the intake pipe and the
air cleaner with keeping the engine mounted on the vehicle main body only by locating the bonnet at the opened position.
Further, the elastic sealing member presses the intake pipe to the vertical surface and the horizontal surface when the
bonnet is located at the closed position. Accordingly, it is possible to stabilize support of the intake pipe when the bonnet
is located at the closed position.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026]

[Fig. 1]
Fig. 1 is a left side view of a working vehicle to which a bonnet structure according to one embodiment of the present
invention is applied.
[Fig. 2]
Fig. 2 is a left side view showing an inner portion of a bonnet in the working vehicle shown in Fig. 1.
[Fig. 3]
Fig. 3 is a plan view showing the inner portion of the bonnet.
[Fig. 4]
Fig. 4 is a left side view of the working vehicle in a state where the bonnet is located at an opened position.
[Fig. 5]
Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view of the bonnet taken vertically at a position in front of a shroud.
[Fig. 6]
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of an assembly in the working vehicle that includes a cooling fan, the shroud, an intake
pipe and an engine.
[Fig. 7]
Fig. 7 is a front view of the assembly in a state where the intake pipe is removed therefrom.
[Fig. 8]
Fig. 8 is a perspective view of the bonnet in a state where one of side plates of the bonnet is removed.
[Fig. 9]
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Fig. 9 is a horizontally cross-sectional perspective view of the bonnet.
[Fig. 10]
Fig. 10 is a perspective view showing a state where a first elastic sealing member is removed from the state shown
in Fig. 9.
[Fig. 11]
Fig. 11 is an enlarged horizontally cross-sectional view of a shroud flange and a bonnet flange as well as the vicinity
thereof in the state where the bonnet is located at the closed position.
[Fig. 12]
Fig. 12 is a side view of the assembly shown in Fig. 6.
[Fig. 13]
Fig. 13 is a laterally cross-sectional partial plan view of the shroud.
[Fig. 14]
Fig. 14 is a horizontally cross-sectional plan view of an XIV portion shown in Fig. 9.
[Fig. 15]
Fig. 15 is a vertically cross-sectional partial side view of a contact portion between the bonnet and a support plate
as well as the vicinity thereof.
[Fig. 16]
Fig. 16 is a vertically cross-sectional side view of the XIV portion shown in Fig. 9.
[Fig. 17]
Figs. 17A to 17D are schematic views of the first elastic sealing members.

EMBODIMENT FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0027] Described below is a bonnet structure according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention with
reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0028] Fig. 1 is a left side view of a working vehicle 1 to which a bonnet structure according to an embodiment of the
present invention is applied.
[0029] As shown in Fig. 1, the working vehicle 1 is configured as a tractor to which a working device is mountable.
[0030] As shown in Fig. 1, the working vehicle 1 includes a vehicle frame 2, an engine 3 that is supported by the
vehicle frame 2, a pair of right and left travel units 4 that are driven by the engine 3, and a bonnet 5 that surrounds the
engine 3.
[0031] Figs. 2 and 3 are a left side view and a plan view each showing an inner portion of the bonnet 5 in the working
vehicle 1. Fig. 4 is a left side view in a state where the bonnet 5 in the working vehicle 1 is located at an opened position.
[0032] As shown in Figs. 2 to 4, in the bonnet 5, there are provided in front of the engine 3 a radiator 6 and a cooling
fan 7 that are disposed in order from the front to the rear of the vehicle.
[0033] In the present embodiment, the cooling fan 7 is driven about a rotation axis 71 along a vehicle longitudinal
direction.
[0034] The working vehicle 1 includes a shroud 8 that surrounds the cooling fan 7.
[0035] The working vehicle 1 further includes an air cleaner 9 that is disposed in front of the shroud 8, an intake pipe
10 that has a first end connected to the air cleaner 9 and a second end connected to an inlet port of the engine 3, and
an exhaust silencer 15 that has a first end connected to an outlet port of the engine 3.
[0036] As shown in Figs. 1 to 4, there is provided behind the engine 3 a driver’s seat installation space 11 in which a
driver’s seat (not shown) is disposed. The driver’s seat installation space 11 and the engine 3 are separated from each
other by an air separator plate 12. Provided on a side on which the driver’s seat installation space 11 is arranged with
the air separator plate 12 as a reference is a dashboard 12a on which operation members and an instrument panel (not
shown) are mounted.
[0037] The bonnet 5 is disposed in front of the air separator plate 12.
[0038] The bonnet 5 is supported at an upper and rear end thereof so as to be rotatable about a rotary shaft 51 (see
Figs. 1 and 4) along the vehicle width direction.
[0039] More specifically, the bonnet 5 is rotatable about the rotary shaft 51 so as to be located at the closed position
(see Fig. 2) for surrounding the radiator 6, the air cleaner 9, the shroud 8, the cooling fan 7, and the engine 3 (see Fig.
1) and at the opened position (see Fig. 4) for exposing these members.
[0040] Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view of the bonnet 5 taken vertically at a position in front of the shroud 8.
[0041] As shown in Figs. 3 and 5, in the present embodiment, the intake pipe 10 and the exhaust silencer 15 are
disposed above the engine 3 and are separately from each other so as to be on first and second sides in the vehicle
width direction, respectively.
[0042] More specifically, as shown in Figs. 3 and 5, the intake pipe 10 passes above the shroud 8 so as to extend
over the shroud 8 in the vehicle longitudinal direction. In other words, the intake pipe 10 extends above the shroud 8 in
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the vehicle longitudinal direction so as to have first and second ends that are located on a first side X1 and on a second
side X2 in the vehicle longitudinal direction with the shroud 8 as a reference.
[0043] As shown in Fig. 5, the upper surface of the bonnet 5 includes a first region 5R in the vehicle width direction
and a second region 5L in the vehicle width direction which face the intake pipe 10 and the exhaust silencer 15 respectively
and extend along a reference curve shape BC having a center located at a highest position in the vehicle width direction.
The upper surface of the bonnet 5 also includes a central region 5C in the vehicle width direction which is concaved
downward from the reference curve shape BC.
[0044] In the bonnet structure configured as described above, the intake pipe 10 and the exhaust silencer 15 are
disposed above the engine 3 and are separately to each other so as to be on the first and second sides in the vehicle
width direction. In addition, the intake pipe 10 is located above the shroud 8. Therefore, in the above bonnet structure,
the bonnet 5 can be reduced in size in the vehicle width direction in comparison to a conventional configuration in which
an intake pipe passes to a side of a shroud.
[0045] Further, the upper surface of the bonnet 5 includes the first region 5R and the second region 5L in the vehicle
width direction which face the intake pipe 10 and the exhaust silencer 15 respectively and extend along the reference
curve shape BC having the center located at the highest position in the vehicle width direction. The upper surface of the
bonnet 5 also includes the central region 5C in the vehicle width direction which is concaved downward from the reference
curve shape BC. Accordingly, the height of the central region 5C in the vehicle width direction of the bonnet 5 can be
set as low as possible despite the fact that the intake pipe 10 and the exhaust silencer 15 are disposed above the engine 3.
[0046] Therefore, the size in the vehicle width direction can be reduced of an engine unit that includes the intake pipe
10 and the exhaust silencer 15 as well as of the bonnet 5 that covers the engine unit, while the driver’s field of front
vision being improved.
[0047] In the present embodiment, as shown in Fig. 5, the central region 5C in the vehicle width direction of the bonnet
5 has a curvature substantially same as that of the reference curve shape BC while being displaced below the reference
curve shape BC.
[0048] This configuration improves the driver’s field of front vision as well as the appearance of the bonnet 5.
[0049] Further, in the present embodiment, the intake pipe 10 is disposed on the first side in the vehicle width direction
(a right side in a forward traveling direction) and the exhaust silencer 15 is disposed on the second side in the vehicle
width direction (a left side in the forward traveling direction). Alternatively, the exhaust silencer 15 may be disposed on
the first side in the vehicle width direction and the intake pipe 10 may be disposed on the second side in the vehicle
width direction. In this case, the shroud 8 is provided with a concave portion 850 on the second side in the vehicle width
direction.
[0050] As shown in Fig. 5, in the present embodiment, the intake pipe 10 extends across the shroud 8 in the vehicle
longitudinal direction in a state of being disposed in the concave portion that is formed in the upper surface of the shroud 8.
[0051] More specifically, the upper surface of the shroud 8 is configured so that a region on the first side in the vehicle
width direction forms the concave portion 850 that is concaved downward from the remaining portion.
[0052] The intake pipe 10 is located in the concave portion 850 and extends across the shroud 8 in the vehicle
longitudinal direction.
[0053] The configuration makes it possible to achieve the reduction in size of the bonnet 5 in the vehicle width direction
since the intake pipe 10 is disposed above the shroud 8. Further, according to the configuration, the intake pipe 10 and
the air cleaner 9 can be easily connected with and detached from each other with keeping the engine 3 mounted on the
vehicle main body only by locating the bonnet 5 at the opened position.
[0054] As shown in Fig. 5, the bonnet 5 is provided with a second elastic sealing member 54 on the inner peripheral
surface at a portion facing the upper surface of the shroud 8. The second elastic sealing member 54 fills as much as
possible a gap between the upper surface of the shroud 8 and the inner peripheral surface of the bonnet 5 so as to
improve the sealing property between the first and second sides in the vehicle longitudinal direction of the shroud 8.
[0055] The present embodiment adopts the following configuration in order to allow the intake pipe 10 to be stably
supported by the second elastic sealing member 54.
[0056] Fig. 6 is a perspective view of an assembly that includes the cooling fan 7, the shroud 8, the intake pipe 10,
the engine 3, and the like.
[0057] Fig. 7 is a front view of the assembly in a state where the intake pipe 10 is removed therefrom.
[0058] As described earlier, the intake pipe 10 passes to an upper side of the shroud 8 so as to be across the shroud
8 in the vehicle longitudinal direction while being located in the concave portion 850.
[0059] Accordingly, the second elastic sealing member 54 is directly in contact with the upper surface of the shroud
8 in the region except for the concave portion 850, and is indirectly in contact with the upper surface at the concave
portion 850 with the intake pipe 10 being interposed therebetween.
[0060] As shown in Figs. 5 to 7, the concave portion 850 is defined by a vertical surface 851 and a horizontal surface
852. The vertical surface 851 extends downward from the first end in the vehicle width direction of the central region 5C
in the vehicle width direction of the bonnet 5. The horizontal surface 852 extends from the lower end of the vertical
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surface 851 toward the first end in the vehicle width direction.
[0061] As shown in Fig. 5, a portion of the intake pipe 10 that is located in the concave portion 850 has an upper
surface that is inclined so as to be positioned downward as it extends toward outward in the vehicle width direction.
[0062] In this configuration, the second elastic sealing member 54 fills the gap between the shroud 8 and the bonnet
5 as much as possible and presses the intake pipe 10 toward the vertical surface 851 and the horizontal surface 852.
Therefore, the intake pipe 10 can be stably supported when the bonnet 5 is located at the closed position.
[0063] In the present embodiment, the concave portion 850 is provided on the right side in the vehicle width direction
with respect to the vehicle forward traveling direction.
[0064] As shown in Fig. 5, the intake pipe 10 has the side surface facing the vertical surface 851 and the lower surface
facing the horizontal surface 852 at the portion located in the concave portion 850, and these surfaces are shaped so
as to correspond to the shape of the concave portion 850 provided in the shroud 8.
[0065] According to the above configuration, the bonnet 5 located at the closed position presses the intake pipe 10
so as to bring into tight contact with the concave portion 850 in the shroud 8. Accordingly, the sealing property at the
concave portion 850 can be improved and the vibration of the intake pipe 10 can be effectively prevented.
[0066] The second elastic sealing member 54 can be made of a urethane material or the like. Alternatively, a sealing
member same as a first elastic sealing member 53, which is to be described later, may be attached by way of a flange
that is provided to the inner peripheral surface of the bonnet 5.
[0067] In the present embodiment, as shown in Fig. 3, a turbocharger 19 is provided above the engine 3 as well as
between the intake pipe 10 and the exhaust silencer 15 in the vehicle width direction. The turbocharger 19 increases
flow speed of the intake air, which is imported thereinto through the intake pipe 10, using the exhaust air imported
thereinto from the outlet port of the engine 3 through an exhaust pipe 14, and then imports the intake air whose flowing
speed has been increased into the inlet port of the engine 3.
[0068] As shown in Figs. 3 and 6, in the present embodiment, the intake pipe 10 has a shroud passing portion 10a,
an intake air import portion 10b, and an intake air speedup portion 10c. The shroud passing portion 10a has a first end
connected to the air cleaner 9 that is located on the first side X1 in the vehicle longitudinal direction with respect to the
shroud 8, and a second end passing through the concave portion 850 and extending from the shroud 8 to the second
side X2 in the vehicle longitudinal direction. The intake air import portion 10b has a first end connected to the second
end of the shroud passing portion 10a and a second end connected to the intake air inlet port of the turbocharger 19.
The intake air speedup portion 10c has a first end connected to the intake air outlet port of the turbocharger 19 and a
second end connected to the inlet port of the engine 3.
[0069] The exhaust pipe 14 has an exhaust air import portion 14a, an exhaust air guide portion 14b, and an exhaust
air outlet portion 14c. The exhaust air import portion 14a imports the exhaust air from the outlet port of the engine 3 into
the exhaust air inlet port of the turbocharger 19. The exhaust air guide portion 14b has a first end connected to the
exhaust air outlet port of the turbocharger 19 and a second end connected to the exhaust silencer 15. The exhaust air
outlet portion 14c has a first end connected to the exhaust silencer 15 and a second end located below and outside the
bonnet 5 (more specifically, below and outside a support plate 13, which is to be described later).
[0070] The configuration of the shroud 8 is described in detail below.
[0071] As shown in Figs. 5 to 7, the shroud 8 has a shroud main body 81, a pair of right and left shroud flanges 82,
and an upper flange 85. The shroud main body 81 is provided with an opening 81a that surrounds the cooling fan 7.
The pair of shroud flanges 82 respectively extend outward in the vehicle width direction from the side surfaces of the
shroud main body 81. The upper flange 85 extends from the upper end of one of the pair of shroud flanges 82 to the
upper end of the other one of the pair of shroud flanges 82 so as to pass over the upper end of the shroud main body 81.
[0072] The upper flange 85 has an upper contact surface 85a that is directed upward so as to form the upper surface
of the shroud 8.
[0073] The upper contact surface 85a has a central region 85a(1) corresponding to the shroud main body 81, and a
pair of side regions 85a(2) located on both sides of the central region 85a(1).
[0074] The pair of side regions 85a(2) are each configured to be positioned downward and to be spaced apart from
the corresponding side surface of the shroud main body 81 as it extends outward in the vehicle width direction.
[0075] As shown in Figs. 6 and 7, each of the shroud flanges 82 has an anteroposterior contact surface 82a that is
directed to the first side X1 in the vehicle longitudinal direction (in a first direction), which is in the direction opposite to
the rotary shaft 51 (see Fig. 2) in the vehicle longitudinal direction.
[0076] When the bonnet 5 is located at the closed position, the anteroposterior contact surface 82a is brought into
contact with the first elastic sealing member 53 that is provided onto the inner peripheral surface of the bonnet 5.
[0077] Fig. 8 is a perspective view of the bonnet 5 in a state where one of the side plates of the bonnet 5 is removed.
[0078] Fig. 9 is a horizontally cross-sectional perspective view of the bonnet 5. Fig. 10 is a perspective view showing
a state where the first elastic sealing member 53 is removed from the state shown in Fig. 9.
[0079] As shown in Figs. 8 to 10, the bonnet 5 is provided with a bonnet flange 52 that extends inward from the inner
peripheral surface of the bonnet 5. The first elastic sealing member 53 is attached to the bonnet flange 52.
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[0080] Fig. 11 is an enlarged horizontally cross-sectional view of the shroud flange 82 and the bonnet flange 52 as
well as the vicinity thereof in the state where the bonnet 5 is located at the closed position.
[0081] As shown in Fig. 11, the bonnet flange 52 is provided to the bonnet 5 so as to be located on the first side X1
in the vehicle longitudinal direction (in the first direction) with respect to the shroud flange 82 when the bonnet 5 is located
at the closed position. Accordingly, the first elastic sealing member 53 attached to the bonnet flange 52 is brought into
contact with the anteroposterior contact surface 82a from the first direction when the bonnet 5 is rotated about the rotary
shaft 51 from the opened position to the closed position.
[0082] More specifically, in the present embodiment, when the bonnet 5 is rotated from the opened position to the
closed position, the first elastic sealing member 53 is brought into tight contact with the shroud flange 82 from the first
side X1 in the vehicle longitudinal direction (the side in the first direction) in a state of being elastically deformed.
[0083] The configuration described above makes it possible to effectively prevent the first elastic sealing member 53
from being in friction during the opening and closing motion of the bonnet 5 while sealing the gap between the shroud
8 and the side portions of the bonnet 5 by the first elastic sealing member 53. Therefore, abrasion of the first elastic
sealing member 53 can be effectively prevented, and unfavorable detachment of the first elastic sealing member 53
from the bonnet 5 can be effectively prevented while the bonnet 5 is being opened and closed.
[0084] In the present embodiment, the first elastic sealing member 53 is a so-called weather-strip made of an elastic
resin material such as rubber or sponge and formed in the shape of a string, which is detailed later.
[0085] As shown in Fig. 2, in the present embodiment, the rotary shaft 51 is disposed behind the engine 3. Accordingly,
in the present embodiment, the first direction corresponds to the forward direction of the vehicle.
[0086] In the present embodiment, the first elastic sealing member 53 also seals the gap between the bonnet 5 and
the support plate 13 that supports the radiator 6.
[0087] More specifically, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the working vehicle 1 includes the support plate 13 that is disposed
substantially in the horizontal direction so as to allow the radiator 6 to be mounted thereon and is substantially covered
with the bonnet 5 when the bonnet 5 is located at the closed position.
[0088] In the present embodiment, the shroud 8 is also supported by the support plate 13.
[0089] Further, as shown in Fig. 10, the bonnet flange 52 has a pair of shroud corresponding regions 521 and a support
plate corresponding region 522. The pair of shroud corresponding regions 521 are provided so as to correspond to the
pair of shroud flanges 82, respectively. The support plate corresponding region 522 faces the support plate 13 when
the bonnet 5 is located at the closed position.
[0090] As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the first elastic sealing member 53 has a pair of shroud contact regions 531 and a
support plate contact region 532. The pair of shroud contact regions 531 are attached to the pair of shroud corresponding
regions 521 and are respectively brought into contact with the anteroposterior contact surfaces 82a when the bonnet 5
is located at the closed position. The support plate contact region 532 is attached to the support plate corresponding
region 522 and is brought from above into contact with the upper surface of the support plate 13 when the bonnet 5 is
rotated from the opened position to the closed position.
[0091] In the above configuration, the gap between the bonnet 5 and the support plate 13 can be sealed by the first
elastic sealing member 53, which also seals the gap between the bonnet 5 and the side portions of the shroud 8. It is
therefore possible to effectively prevent undesired substances such as straw from being sucked through the gap between
the bonnet 5 and the support plate 13.
[0092] Further, the air exhausted outside from the outlet port of the engine 3 through the exhaust pipe 14 can be
prevented from entering through the gap between the bonnet 5 and the support plate 13. As a result, effectively prevented
is the reduction in cooling efficiency by the radiator 6 and the cooling fan 7.
[0093] Fig. 12 is a side view of the assembly shown in Fig. 6.
[0094] As shown in Figs. 4, 6, and 12, each of the shroud flanges 82 is preferably inclined so as to be positioned
farther toward the first direction (the forward direction in the present embodiment) as extending from its upper end to
the lower end, and the bonnet flange 52 is inclined so as to correspond to the shroud flanges 82.
[0095] The configuration described above achieves more stable contact between the first elastic sealing member 53
and the shroud flanges 82 when the bonnet 5 is located at the closed position, so that the sealing property of the first
elastic sealing member 53 can be improved.
[0096] In the present embodiment, as described earlier, the bonnet flange 52 has the shroud corresponding regions
521 and the support plate corresponding region 522. Accordingly, the shroud corresponding regions 521 are inclined
so as to correspond to the shroud flanges 82, respectively.
[0097] In a preferable configuration, as shown in Figs. 4, 6, and 12, each of the shroud flanges 82 has a main body
region 821 and a lower end region 822, and the lower end region 822 is inclined at an angle larger than that of the
inclination of the main body region 821. In other words, the lower end region 822 can be provided to be more along the
horizontal direction rather than the main body region 821.
[0098] This configuration can prevent a large load from being applied to each of the boundaries between the shroud
contact regions 531 and the support plate contact region 532.
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[0099] As shown in Figs. 5 to 7 and 12, in the present embodiment, the shroud 8 has a pair of right and left reinforcing
flanges 83 and first direction reinforcing ribs 83a. The pair of reinforcing flanges 83 extend in the first direction (in the
vehicle forward direction in the present embodiment) from the respective side surfaces of the shroud main body 81. The
first direction reinforcing ribs 83a couple the shroud flanges 82 to the corresponding reinforcing flanges 83.
[0100] Fig. 13 is a laterally cross-sectional partial plan view of the shroud 8.
[0101] As shown in Fig. 13, each of the first direction reinforcing ribs 83a has an end in the first direction that is formed
into such a tapered shape as to be brought closer to the corresponding side surface of the shroud main body 81 (in
other words, located farther inward in the vehicle width direction) as it extends toward the first direction.
[0102] In the above configuration, each of the first direction reinforcing ribs 83a provided for reinforcing corresponding
one of the pair of shroud flanges 82 can serve as a guide for the first elastic sealing member 53 when the bonnet 5 is
rotated from the opened position to the closed position.
[0103] As shown in Figs. 6, 11, 12, and 13, in the present embodiment, the shroud 8 has a pair of right and left second
reinforcing flanges 84 and second direction reinforcing ribs 84a. The pair of second reinforcing flanges 84 extend to the
second side X2 in the vehicle longitudinal direction which is in the direction opposite to the first direction (hereinafter,
referred to as a second direction where appropriate, which is the vehicle rearward direction in the present embodiment)
from the respective side surfaces of the shroud main body 81. The second direction reinforcing ribs 84a couple the
shroud flanges 82 to the corresponding second reinforcing flanges 84.
[0104] In the configuration described above, each of the shroud flanges 82 is sandwiched by the corresponding first
direction reinforcing rib 83a and the corresponding second direction reinforcing rib 84a from the both sides in the vehicle
longitudinal direction, so as to effectively improve the strength of the shroud flange 82.
[0105] Further, as shown in Fig. 13, in each of the first direction reinforcing ribs 83a, the end coupled to the corresponding
shroud flange 82 is located farther inward in the vehicle width direction than the outer end in the vehicle width direction
of the shroud flange 82 (in other words, the first direction reinforcing rib 83a has a height smaller than the width of the
shroud flange 82). Accordingly, the anteroposterior contact surface 82a of the shroud flange 82 that faces in the first
direction is sufficiently secured.
[0106] On the other hand, in each of the second direction reinforcing ribs 84a, the end coupled to the corresponding
shroud flange 82 is located farther outward in the vehicle width direction than the end of the corresponding first direction
reinforcing rib 83a to be coupled to the shroud flange 82 (in other words, the second direction reinforcing rib 84a is set
to be higher than the first direction reinforcing rib 83a). Accordingly, the strength of the shroud flange 82 is secured.
[0107] As shown in Fig. 7, the upper contact surface 85a and the anteroposterior contact surface 82a are preferably
overlapped with each other in the vertical direction.
[0108] This configuration achieves secure sealing in the gap between the shroud 8 and the bonnet 5.
[0109] In the present embodiment, the first elastic sealing member 53 is brought into contact with the shroud flanges
82 in a state of being elastically deformed in the vehicle longitudinal direction when the bonnet 5 is located at the closed
position.
[0110] More specifically, as shown in Fig. 11, the bonnet flange 52 is overlapped with the corresponding shroud flange
82 in a front view as viewed along the vehicle longitudinal direction when the bonnet 5 is located at the closed position.
[0111] Further, as shown in Fig. 11, the first elastic sealing member 53 has an attachment portion 533 and a contact
portion 534. The attachment portion 533 has a U-letter shape in cross section and elastically sandwiches the bonnet
flange 52. The contact portion 534 extends from the attachment portion 533 toward the shroud flanges 82 so as to be
brought into contact with the anteroposterior contact surfaces 82a when the bonnet 5 is located at the closed position.
The contact portion 534 is elastically deformable in the vehicle longitudinal direction.
[0112] This configuration achieves more secure contact between the first elastic sealing member 53 and the shroud
flanges 82 when the bonnet 5 is located at the closed position, so that the sealing property of the first elastic sealing
member 53 can be improved.
[0113] Fig. 14 is a horizontally cross-sectional plan view of an XIV portion shown in Fig. 9.
[0114] As shown in Figs. 10 and 14, each of the shroud corresponding regions 521 in the bonnet flange 52 has a first
flange 523 and a second flange 524. The first flange 523 is provided integrally with the bonnet 5 so as to extend inward
from the inner peripheral surface of the bonnet 5. The second flange 524 is fixedly attached to the inner peripheral
surface of the bonnet 5 so as to be overlapped with the first flange 523.
[0115] In the present embodiment, the second flange 524 is fixed to the inner peripheral surface of the bonnet 5 by a
fastening member 525 such as a bolt.
[0116] The first elastic sealing member 53 is attached such that the attachment portion 533 sandwiches both the first
flange 523 and the second flange 524.
[0117] Fig. 15 is a vertically cross-sectional partial side view of the contact portion between the bonnet 5 and the
support plate 13 as well as the vicinity thereof.
[0118] Fig. 16 is a vertically cross-sectional side view of the XIV portion shown in Fig. 9.
[0119] As shown in Figs. 10, 15, and 16, the support plate corresponding region 522 of the bonnet flange 52 is formed
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integrally with the bonnet 5.
[0120] More specifically, a portion of the lower end of the bonnet 5 that faces the support plate 13 extends inside the
bonnet and terminates to configure the support plate corresponding region 522.
[0121] The first elastic sealing member 53 is attached to the support plate corresponding region 522 via the attachment
portion 533 in such a manner that the contact portion 534 extends toward the support plate 13.
[0122] It is noted that the configuration of the bonnet flange 52 is not limited to that described above as long as being
capable of securely holding the first elastic sealing member 53.
[0123] More specifically, for example, the bonnet flange 52 can be configured such that each of the shroud corre-
sponding regions 521 has only one of the first flange 523 and the second flange 524.
[0124] Alternatively, a member configuring the shroud corresponding regions 521 and the support plate corresponding
region 522 can be fixed to the bonnet 5 by a fastening member such as a bolt and/or by welding.
[0125] Further, in the present embodiment, the shroud 8 has the shroud flanges 82 that are formed integrally with the
shroud main body 81. Obviously, the shroud main body 81 and the shroud flanges 82 can be alternatively provided
separately from each other.
[0126] Figs. 17A to 17D are sectional views of the first elastic sealing members that are applicable to the bonnet
structure according to the present invention. In these figures, Fig. 17A shows the first elastic sealing member 53 that is
applied in the present embodiment.
[0127] In the present embodiment, as shown in Fig. 17A, the contact portion 534 of the first elastic sealing member
53 has a hollow circular or elliptical shape in cross section.
[0128] As shown in Fig. 17A, the attachment portion 533 has a main body portion 533a and a plurality of first detachment
inhibiting portions 533b. The main body portion 533a has a U-letter shape in cross section. The first detachment inhibiting
portions 533b extend inward from the inner peripheral surface of the main body portion 533a.
[0129] The main body portion 533a has a pair of side walls facing the respective surfaces of the bonnet flange 52 and
an end wall for closing first ends of the pair of side walls, and the main body portion 533a is opened at second ends of
the pair of side walls.
[0130] The first detachment inhibiting portions 533b are disposed on both sides of the bonnet flange 52 so as to be
in contact with the respective surfaces of the bonnet flange 52 in the state where the detachment portion 533 is attached
to the bonnet flange 52. Further, each of the first detachment inhibiting portions 533b is inclined in such a manner as to
be positioned farther toward the direction in which the bonnet flange 52 is inserted as it extends from a proximal end
toward a distal end.
[0131] The configuration described above makes it possible to easily attach the attachment portion 533 to the bonnet
flange 52, and also effectively prevent the detachment of the first elastic sealing member 53 from the bonnet flange 52.
[0132] In the present embodiment, the attachment portion 533 is further provided with a second detachment inhibiting
portion 533c that extends outward from the open end of the main body portion 533a.
[0133] The second detachment inhibiting portion 533c has an extending portion that extends from one of the pair of
side walls of the main body portion along the side wall, and an inclined portion that extends from the distal end of the
extending portion toward the other one of the pair of side walls.
[0134] The inclined portion is inclined in such a manner as to be positioned farther toward the direction in which the
bonnet flange 52 is inserted as it extends from a proximal end to a distal end, similarly to the first detachment inhibiting
portions 533b.
[0135] The above configuration further effectively prevents the detachment of the attachment portion 533 from the
bonnet flange 52.
[0136] Further, in the present embodiment, the main body portion 533a interiorly has a metal core 537 that has a U-
letter shape in cross section.
[0137] This configuration can prevents the deformation of the main body portion 533a while allowing the elastic de-
formation of the first detachment inhibiting portions 533b, the second detachment inhibiting portion 533c, and the contact
portion 534.
[0138] The first elastic sealing member 53 can be integrally made of an elastic resin material such as rubber or urethane.
[0139] As shown in Fig. 17B, a first elastic sealing member 53b according to a first modification is provided with a
contact portion 534b that has a claw shape in cross section. More specifically, the contact portion 534b is configured
such that the peripheral wall of the hollow contact portion 534 of the first elastic sealing member 53 shown in Fig. 17A
is partially cut out.
[0140] The contact portion 534b shown in Fig. 17B has a rectangular shape in cross section. Obviously, the contact
portion 534b can alternatively be formed in a circular shape or an elliptical shape in cross section.
[0141] As shown in Fig. 17C, a first elastic sealing member 53c according to a second modification has a solid contact
portion 534c. In particular, the solid contact portion 534c is preferably made of a material having a high forming factor
(such as urethane foam).
[0142] The contact portion 534c is formed into a substantially rectangular in cross section having a flat surface that is
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in contact with the shroud flange 82 or the support plate 13. Obviously, the contact portion 534c can be alternatively
formed into a circular shape or an elliptical shape in cross section.
[0143] As shown in Fig. 17D, a first elastic sealing member 53d according to a third modification is not provided with
the attachment portion 533, but has an attachment layer 533d instead, which attaches the contact portion 534d directly
to the bonnet flange 52.
[0144] The contact portion 534d is has a hollow and D-letter shape in cross section. Alternatively, the contact portion
534d can be formed in any one of the shapes shown in Figs. 17A to 17C.
[0145] As shown in Figs. 2 to 4, in the present embodiment, there is provided in front of the shroud 8 a filter 16 that
removes impurities such as dust contained in the air imported into the shroud 8.
[0146] Further, mounted in front of the filter 16 is a battery 17, which is also supported by the support plate 13.
[0147] As shown in Figs. 2 to 4, in the present embodiment, the air cleaner 9 is supported at the upper portion of the
shroud 8 via a support member 18.
[0148] The shroud 8 and the support plate 13 may be formed integrally with each other.

DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0149]

1 working vehicle
3 engine
5 bonnet (hood)
5R first region in the vehicle width direction
5L second region in the vehicle width direction
5C central region in the vehicle width direction
6 radiator
7 cooling fan
8 shroud
9 air cleaner
10 intake pipe
13 support plate
15 exhaust silencer
51 rotary shaft
52 bonnet flange
521 shroud corresponding region
522 support plate corresponding region
53, 53b, 53c, 53d first elastic sealing member
531 shroud contact region
532 support plate contact region
533 attachment portion
534, 534b, 534c, 534d contact portion
54 second elastic sealing member
81 shroud main body
81a opening
82 shroud flange
82a anteroposterior contact surface
83 reinforcing flange
83a first direction reinforcing rib
85 upper flange
85a upper contact surface
850 concave portion
851 vertical surface
852 horizontal surface
X1 first side in the vehicle longitudinal direction (first direction)
BC reference curve shape
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Claims

1. A bonnet structure applicable to a working vehicle (1) including a radiator (6), a cooling fan (7) and an engine (3),
which are disposed in order from a front to a rear of the vehicle (1), a shroud (8) that surrounds the cooling fan (7),
an air cleaner (9) that is disposed in front of the shroud (8), an intake pipe (10) that has a first end connected to the
air cleaner (9) and a second end connected to an inlet port of the engine (3), an exhaust silencer (15) that has a
first end connected to an outlet port of the engine (3), and a bonnet (5) that is rotatable about a rotary shaft (51)
along a vehicle (1) width direction so as to be located at a closed position for covering these members and at an
opened position for exposing these members,
the intake pipe (10)and the exhaust silencer (15) being disposed above the engine (3)and are separately from each
other so as to be on first and second sides in the vehicle width direction, respectively,
the intake pipe (10) extending in a vehicle longitudinal direction above and across the shroud (8),
the bonnet structure being characterized in that
an upper surface of the bonnet (5) includes a first region in the vehicle width direction (5R) and a second region in
the vehicle width direction (5L) that faces the intake pipe (10) and the exhaust silencer (15), respectively, and a
central region in the vehicle width direction (5C), the first and second regions (5R; 5L) extending along a reference
curve shape (BC) having a center in the vehicle width direction that is located at a highest position, the central region
(5C) being concaved downward from the reference curve shape (BC).

2. The bonnet structure according to claim 1,
wherein the bonnet (5) is provided with an elastic sealing member (53) on a portion of its inner peripheral surface
that faces the shroud (8),
wherein an upper surface of the shroud (8) is configured so that a region on the first side in the vehicle width direction
forms a concave portion (850) that is concaved downward from the remaining region, the concave portion (850)
being defined by a vertical surface (851) and a horizontal surface (852), the vertical surface (851) extending downward
from a first end in the vehicle width direction of a center region in the vehicle width direction, the horizontal surface
(852) extending from a lower end of the vertical surface (851) toward the first side in the vehicle width direction,
wherein the intake pipe (10) passes through the concave portion (850) formed at the upper surface of the shroud
(8) so as to extend in the vehicle longitudinal direction across the shroud (8), and
wherein a portion of the intake pipe (10) that is located in the concave portion (850) has an upper surface that is
inclined so as to be positioned downward as it extends toward outward in the vehicle width direction.

Patentansprüche

1. Motorhaubenstruktur, die für ein Nutzfahrzeug (1) Anwendung findet, das Folgendes aufweist: einen Kühler (6), ein
Kühlgebläse (7) und einen Motor (3), die in dieser Reihenfolge von vorn nach hinten in dem Fahrzeug (1) angeordnet
sind, eine Verkleidung (8), die das Kühlgebläse (7) umgibt, einen Luftreiniger (9), der vor der Verkleidung (8) an-
geordnet ist, ein Ansaugrohr (10), dessen erstes Ende mit dem Luftreiniger (9) verbunden ist und dessen zweites
Ende mit einer Ansaugöffnung des Motors (3) verbunden ist, einen Schalldämpfer (15), dessen erstes Ende mit
einer Auslassöffnung des Motors (3) verbunden ist, und eine Motorhaube (5), die um eine Drehwelle (51) entlang
einer Breitenrichtung des Fahrzeugs (1) so drehbar ist, dass sie sich in einer geschlossenen Position befindet, um
diese Elemente abzudecken, und in einer geöffneten Position befindet, um diese Elemente frei zu legen,
wobei das Ansaugrohr (10) und der Schalldämpfer (15) über dem Motor (3) angeordnet und so voneinander getrennt
sind, dass sie sich auf einer ersten bzw. einer zweiten Seite in der Fahrzeugbreitenrichtung befinden,
wobei sich das Ansaugrohr (10) in einer Fahrzeuglängsrichtung über der Verkleidung (8) und über die Verkleidung
(8) hinweg erstreckt,
wobei die Motorhaubenstruktur dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass
eine Oberseite der Motorhaube (5) eine erste Region in der Fahrzeugbreitenrichtung (5R) und eine zweite Region
in der Fahrzeugbreitenrichtung (5L), die dem Ansaugrohr (10) bzw. dem Schalldämpfer (15) zugewandt ist, und
aufweist mittige Region in der Fahrzeugbreitenrichtung (5C) aufweist, wobei sich die erste und die zweite Region
(5R; 5L) entlang einer Bezugskurvenform (BC) erstrecken, die eine Mitte in der Fahrzeugbreitenrichtung aufweist,
die sich an einer höchsten Position befindet, wobei die mittige Region (5C) von der Bezugskurvenform (BC) aus
nach unten konkav ausgebildet ist.

2. Motorhaubenstruktur nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Motorhaube (5) mit einem elastischen Dichtungselement (53) auf einem Abschnitt seiner Innenumfangs-
fläche, die der Verkleidung (8) zugewandt ist, versehen ist,
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wobei eine Oberseite der Verkleidung (8) dergestalt ausgebildet ist, dass eine Region auf der ersten Seite in der
Fahrzeugbreitenrichtung einen konkaven Abschnitt (850) bildet, der von der übrigen Region aus nach unten konkav
ausgebildet ist, wobei der konkave Abschnitt (850) durch eine vertikale Fläche (851) und eine horizontale Fläche
(852) definiert wird, wobei sich die vertikale Fläche (851) von einem ersten Ende in der Fahrzeugbreitenrichtung
einem mittigen Region in der Fahrzeugbreitenrichtung nach unten erstreckt, wobei sich die horizontale Fläche (852)
von einem unteren Ende der vertikalen Fläche (851) zu der ersten Seite in der Fahrzeugbreitenrichtung erstreckt,
wobei das Ansaugrohr (10) durch den konkaven Abschnitt (850), der an der Oberseite der Verkleidung (8) gebildet
ist, so hindurch verläuft, dass es sich in der Fahrzeuglängsrichtung über die Verkleidung (8) hinweg erstreckt, und
wobei ein Abschnitt des Ansaugrohres (10), der sich in dem konkaven Abschnitt (850) befindet, eine Oberseite hat,
die so geneigt ist, dass sie nach unten verläuft, während sie sich in der Fahrzeugbreitenrichtung nach außen erstreckt.

Revendications

1. Structure de capot applicable à un véhicule de travail (1) comprenant un radiateur (6), un ventilateur de refroidis-
sement (7) et un moteur (3), qui sont disposés dans cet ordre à partir d’un avant vers un arrière du véhicule (1), un
carénage (8) qui entoure le ventilateur de refroidissement (7), un filtre à air (9) qui est disposé devant le carénage
(8), un tuyau d’admission (10) qui a une première extrémité reliée au filtre à air (9) et une seconde extrémité reliée
à un orifice d’admission du moteur (3), un silencieux d’échappement (15) qui a une première extrémité reliée à un
orifice de sortie du moteur (3), et un capot (5) qui peut tourner autour d’un l’arbre rotatif (51) le long d’une direction
de la largeur du véhicule (1) de manière à être situé dans une position fermée pour recouvrir ces éléments et dans
une position ouverte pour exposer ces éléments,
le tuyau d’admission (10) et le silencieux d’échappement (15) étant disposés au-dessus du moteur et sont séparés
l’un de l’autre de façon à être situés sur de premier et second côtés dans la direction de la largeur du véhicule,
respectivement,
le tuyau d’admission (10) s’étend dans une direction longitudinale du véhicule au-dessus et à travers le carénage (8),
la structure de capot étant caractérisée en ce que une surface supérieure du capot (5) comprend une première
région dans la direction de la largeur du véhicule (5R) et une seconde région dans la direction de la largeur du
véhicule (5L) qui font face au tuyau d’admission (10) et au silencieux d’échappement (15) respectivement, et une
région centrale dans la direction de la largeur du véhicule (5C), les première et seconde régions (5R ; 5L) s’étendant
le long d’une forme de courbe de référence (BC) ayant un centre dans la direction de la largeur du véhicule qui est
situé au niveau d’une position la plus haute, la région centrale (5C) étant de forme concave vers le bas à partir de
la forme de courbe de référence (BC).

2. Structure de capot selon la revendication 1,
dans laquelle le capot (5) est pourvu d’un élément d’étanchéité élastique (53) sur une partie de sa surface périphérique
intérieure qui fait face au carénage (8), dans laquelle une surface supérieure du carénage (8) est configurée de
telle sorte qu’une région sur le premier côté dans la direction de la largeur du véhicule forme une partie concave
(850) qui est de forme concave vers le bas à partir de la région restante, la partie concave (850) étant définie par
une surface verticale (851) et une surface horizontale (852), la surface verticale (851) s’étendant vers le bas à partir
d’une première extrémité dans la direction de la largeur du véhicule d’une région centrale dans la direction de la
largeur du véhicule, la surface horizontale (852) s’étendant à partir d’une extrémité inférieure de la surface verticale
(851) vers le premier côté dans la direction de la largeur du véhicule, dans laquelle le tuyau d’admission (10) passe
à travers la partie concave (850) formée au niveau de la surface supérieure du carénage (8) de manière à s’étendre
dans la direction longitudinale du véhicule à travers le carénage (8), et
dans laquelle une partie du tuyau d’admission (10) qui est située dans la partie concave (850) présente une surface
supérieure qui est inclinée de manière à être positionnée vers le bas à mesure qu’elle s’étend vers l’extérieur dans
la direction de la largeur du véhicule.
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